
 

TIA A3 Planning and Forecasting software has been designed for 

the fashion industry. The “best practice” functionality and the 

immediate and accurate data, enable merchandizers and planners 

of leading fashion companies to plan and review future market 

developments and  short-term order book intake to forecast the 

season ahead. Planners are also supported with qualitative trend 

forecasts to manage Never out of Stock programs.  
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Genova Consultancy is specialized in the optimization of planning 

and forecasting processes in the Apparel and Footwear industry. 

As a premium partner of Tia A3 GmbH, Genova Consultancy has 

successfully implemented software to support and improve these 

processes at fashion companies in US and Europe. 
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Sales & Operations planning for Fashion 

ADVANTAGES OF TIA-A3 
 

The Budget & Merchandise Planning Module supports the determination 
and registration of the seasonal target on multiple levels including: sales 
channel, season, product division, category, country, customer groups and 
customers/shops. Multiple planning versions help align plans from different 
perspectives and levels.  Apart from value and units per sales order type, 
the plan is stored with average price, margin and number of options. 
 
Seasonal collections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As soon as design has developed (virtual) samples, sales teams can provide 
feedback to enable the first forecast before the sales period starts, using 
the Blind Forecast Module.  
After the first weeks of pre-order intake, or 20% of customers visited, the 
Seasonal Forecast Module kicks in. Individual customer buying behavior is 
analyzed and a forecast of the expected pre-order total and potential re-
order quantity is created. The accuracy of the season forecast technique 
outperforms the commonly used extrapolation models. 
 
Never out of stock collections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For the more stable stock programs, the Monthly Rolling Forecast Module  
creates a 24 months rolling demand forecast. Based on the predictability 
and historical developments, TIA-A3 will use statistical or best-practice 
models to create the forecast. The planner has daily updates of customer 
order and contract information and an overview of exceptions to monitor 
developments in the order book. The planning can be compared with the 
budget and account plans. Introduction of new items with the use of past 
references, registration of marketing campaigns and phasing out of items is 
also supported.  
The monthly plans on style/color level are automatically split to the right 
sizes by the Dynamic Size Key Module. The differences in required sizes per 
region and sales channel are taken into account. It also recognizes the 
different size breakdown per order type such as preorder and repeat order. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
With the Net Requirement & Buying Module, the buyer will receive an up to 
date future coverage overview daily. Based on the current stock, demand 
plan, back orders, actual sales and purchase orders TIA-A3 calculates the 
finished goods purchase proposal for the current and future buying months. 
Supplier holidays (like Chinese New Year) are taken into account. For stock 
items, the purchase proposals includes a dynamically calculated safety level 
to guarantee the required service levels. Various types of minimums help to 
optimize the proposals. The buyer can review all proposals or work using 
exceptions. Purchase contracts and displaying future requirements against 
capacity, supports the selection of alternative suppliers. Approved proposals 
can be exported directly to the ERP system.  
The Bill of Material Module can be used to maintain the optimal stock levels 
of, and purchases for, fabrics and garments. This helps to optimize the stock 
levels even further, especially if materials are used for multiple products 
(like buttons or fabrics).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In addition to the ability to build your own queries and download to Excel, 
TIA-A3 offers an extensive management dashboard showing stock coverage 
situation, various KPIs, demand development, ABC analysis, plan accuracy 
comparisons and much more. On the dashboard all the information of the 
different stages and levels of the planning process come together . 
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